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To officiate a wedding ceremony for a couple you know and love is one of life’s great honors and
delights.When your couple invited you to conduct their ceremony, you felt flattered and excited.
Then, a little later, chances are you began to wonder – what did I get myself into? How do I
conduct a wedding ceremony?HOW TO OFFICIATE A NON-DENOMINATIONAL WEDDING
CEREMONY guides you through every step of the process for writing and delivering a
personalized ceremony that is traditional enough in structure to make guests comfortable, yet
contemporary in word and substance.Topics include:•How to personalize the various moments
in a ceremony•How to involve guests and the wedding party•How to incorporate cultural
traditions•How to introduce and segue various segments•How to organize for flow and
energy•How to speak with confidenceBonus Sections include information on:•Vows•Rings•Unity
Rituals•Blessings•“Non-blessings”• Readings and inspiration•Essential prep and day-of
checklistsThis Revised Edition includes: 7 NEW Bonus Sections!New Bonus #1:Interviews with
first-time officiants who share their perspectives on the experience.New Bonus #2:A “before and
after” ceremony script from a first time officiant I coached.New Bonus #3:I link you to a video of a
wedding ceremony that incorporates the techniques I outline in this book!New Bonus #4:Tips on
how to personalize a ceremony incorporating Family + FriendsNew Bonus #5:20 Things you
need to keep in mind as you prep for your ceremonyNew Bonus #6:How to answer “The”
question couples most often askNew Bonus #7:Weekly Podcast on All Things Wedding
Ceremony.Your couple invited you to officiate their ceremony because they want something that
is uniquely theirs and not clichéd drivel from some unknown officiant.The ceremony is your gift
to the couple and in this book I going show you how to give them a gift that will be a touchstone
for their life together!

About the AuthorFrank D. Petruzella has extensive practical experience in the electrical control
field, as well as many years experience teaching and authoring textbooks. Before becoming a
full time educator, he was employed as an apprentice and electrician in areas of electrical
installation and maintenance. He holds a Master of Science degree from Niagara University, a
Bachelor of Science degree from the State University of New York College - Buffalo, as well as
diplomas in Electrical Power and Electronics from the Erie County Technical Institute.
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How To Officiate A Non-Denominational Wedding CeremonyEverything You Need To Know To
Create And Officiate A Personalized Wedding For Friends And FamilyJ.P. Reynolds,
M.Div.PUBLISHED BY:J.P. ReynoldsHow To Officiate A Non-Denominational, Non-Religious
Wedding CeremonyCopyright © 2012, 2016 by J.P. ReynoldsAll rights reservedThis ebook is
licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This ebook may not be re-sold or given away to other
people. If you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an additional
copy for each recipient. Thank you for respecting the hard work of this author.Cover
Photo:Here’s what some of the Wedding Industry’s top pros have to say about JP Reynolds and
his approach to creating memorable wedding ceremonies!Finding an officiant is one of the most
important parts of a wedding ceremony. It is, after all, the person who pronounces a couple’s
“happily ever after.” Personalized, unique, romantic – these are the attributes that make JP
Reynolds one of Southern California’s most sought-after officiants. Now he shares his years of
marital wit and wisdom – and we’re talking a thousand marriages under his belt – with you, the
loved one who has been asked to conduct a ceremony. Flattered, you said “yes” – and now
you’re completely stressed out! This expertly written guide will help you craft the perfect
ceremony, from the basic flow to tips on vows, blessings and more without repeating the same
words heard round the marital world. After conducting countless nuptials, JP has crafted a
unique, but simple structure that results in a ceremony filled with love, laughter, beauty and
romance.Lara Morgenson Burnap, Editor-in-Chief, California Wedding Day MagazineThere is
something special about JP. His ceremonies somehow bring you closer to the couple, as a
witness, as he finds a way to bring out the most precious nuances of their love and their bond.
So many ceremonies feel rehearsed or rote, however JP’s are memorable, thoughtful, reflective
and embrace the heart of the reason for the ritual, allowing us to all hear the words as though
hearing them for the very first time.Kristin Banta, Principal Designer and CEO of Kristin Banta
Events, Inc.JP Reynolds has the most unique approach to weddings and truly grasps each
couple’s vision so as to make a treasured memory for their lifetime together. He brings fresh light
to each ceremony he conducts by incorporating each couple’s personalities and style so that no
two ceremonies are alike. His years of experience show through his confidence in front of any
audience, large or small, and through the variety of beliefs and lifestyles he works with. This
book will inspire you to conduct ceremonies with grace, uniqueness and most important of all,
with love.Patty Burns, Associate Director of Sales and Catering, The Ranch, Laguna BeachJP is
a true professional. If you want to take advice from anyone about how to devise the perfect
wedding ceremony, he is your guy! Weddings are so personal and each couple is truly unique.
JP really focuses in on that and tailors each of his weddings to show the spirit, love and strength
of the couple’s relationship. Not only are there tear-jerking moments in his ceremonies, but he
also uses a bit of humor to keep you captivated. Now take all of his advice, sprinkle in some of
your own personal touches and personality and you will have the perfect wedding ceremony!



Brooke Keegan, Founder Brooke Keegan Special Events & Design StudioIn dealing with clients
from a wide variety of religious, cultural and ethnic backgrounds, JP provides the one thing that I
really need – the ability to guide ceremonies that are non-denominational but still retain the
values, meaning and sensitivity that the wedding day must exemplify. Having a family member or
close friend officiate brings a much deeper meaning to the wedding ceremony. But if you are
unprepared it can be a disaster. Follow the guidance JP lays out in this book and you will be able
to give your couple the most special of wedding gifts – a ceremony they will remember forever!
Jeannie Savage, Founder and President of Details, Details Wedding and Event PlanningWhat I
look for in an officiant for my clients is someone who wants to ‘get’ them. Someone who takes
the time to find out who they are, where they’ve been and where they’re going in life. For it is
armed with that knowledge that the officiant will craft a ceremony that is the most meaningful for
the couple and everyone at the wedding. I’ve just described JP. He has the interest, the heart
and the presence to be one of the best officiants around. I never do a wedding with JP when I
don’t hear the guests say, “what an incredibly beautiful, moving and meaningful ceremony!”
Guest officiants who use this book will learn how to gift their loved ones with a warm and
inspiring ceremony.Paula Laskelle, Founder of Champagne Taste Wedding DesignTABLE OF
CONTENTSWhat Wedding Pros Say About This Book!IntroductionPart 1: What Is A Wedding?
Part 2: How To Craft A Wedding CeremonyStructureContent:ProcessionalPresentation of the
BrideWords of WelcomeOpening PrayerReadingWords of Good CheerExchange of Vows“Vow
of the People”“Vow to the Children”Exchange of RingsRituals: Unity / Honoring FamilyUnity
CandleSand RitualRose CeremonyWine Box RitualSigning of Marriage License by
WitnessesRituals: Religious / CulturalCatholicJewishAsianAfrican-AmericanFavorite Cross-
Cultural, Inter-Faith Ceremony2nd ReadingSending Forth / BlessingPronouncement of
MarriagePresentation of the NewlywedsKissRelease of Doves / ButterfliesRecessionalPost
CeremonyPart 3: How To Deliver a Wedding CeremonyBe PreparedBe YouBe EngagingHow To
Manage Your NervesBonus #1: The Wedding Ceremony In A GlanceBonus #2: How To Avoid
Turning The Ceremony Into A LectureBonus #3: Checklist For Planning The Ceremony With the
CoupleBonus #4: Checklist For Day Of CeremonyBonus #5: Opening PrayersBonus #6:
Introductions to the VowsBonus #7: Traditional and Non-Traditional VowsBonus #8: Introductions
to The Exchange Of RingsBonus #9: Words For The Exchange Of RingsBonus #10: Unity
Candle ReadingsBonus #11: Final BlessingsBonus #12: Non-Religious Words Of Sending
ForthBonus #13: Words For When You Pronounce The Couple MarriedBonus #14: Romance
Quotes To Inspire YouNEW Bonus Sections!New Bonus #15: “The” Question Couples Most
Often AskNew Bonus #16: Interviews With Two 1st-Time OfficiantsNew Bonus #17: A 1st Time
Officiant’s Script – Before and AfterNew Bonus #18: How To Personalize A Ceremony
Incorporating Family and FriendsNew Bonus #19: 20 Things You Need To Remember As You
Prep For Your CeremonyNew Bonus #20: Video Of A Wedding CeremonyNew Bonus #21:
Weekly Podcast On All Things Wedding CeremonyCoaching ServicesOther Wedding Books By
JP ReynoldsAbout JP ReynoldsINTRODUCTIONCongratulations! To officiate a wedding



ceremony, especially for a couple you know and love, is truly one of life’s great honors and
delights.I presume that when your couple invited you to conduct their ceremony, you felt
surprised, flattered and excited. Then, a little later, chances are you began to wonder –What did I
get myself into? How do I conduct a wedding ceremony?!Well, I’ve written this book as an
answer to your question, “Now what do I do?”As a non-denominational wedding officiant, I’ve
celebrated over one-thousand ceremonies during the past twenty years. I’ve worked with
couples ranging from their early twenties through their eighties. I’ve helped couples say their “I
Do’s” from The Ritz to grandma’s backyard. And eight of those weddings were featured on reality
TV programs – hey, I live in Los Angeles!I’m also a corporate communications coach and much
of my work is about showing business professionals how to speak and present with confidence.I
love celebrating weddings and I’m happy that your couple has honored you with the request of
being their officiant. For you to say, “I now pronounce you married” will mean more to your couple
than you can imagine.I’ve written this book to help you understand what a ceremony is all about
so you can craft a ceremony that is personalized for your couple. This is a guide and not a script.
Your couple asked you to perform their ceremony because they don’t want it canned or stilted.
They want something fresh and not something that just mimics a church service.This book
shows you how to craft and word a ceremony that reflects your couple AND showcases your
style and personality. While couples will find this book helpful as they think about what they want
their ceremony to look and feel like, I specifically want to work with you, their chosen
officiant.Whether you and the couple together create the ceremony or they ask you to take
charge, the most important thing is that the ceremony reflects the taste, style and belief of the
couple. And while whatever they want is fine, oftentimes, a couple doesn’t know exactly what it is
they want.Part of your job is to help them explain what it is they want for their ceremony and then
craft a ceremony that, in form and tone, gives them what they envisioned. You also want the
ceremony to inspire and refresh their family and friends.A tall order? Yes. Doable? Very much so!
This book is made up of Three Parts:Part One: I share with you my philosophy about weddings
and how that influences the way I craft a ceremony.Part Two: I take you through each of the
various moments in a ceremony and show you how to organize the ceremony so that it has flow
and energy – so that it is romantic without being cheesy!Part Three: I offer you tips and
techniques for how to speak with confidence during the ceremony, so you can inspire all present
and maybe even get folks teary-eyed. Hey, it’s a wedding so let those handkerchiefs wave!Bonus
Sections: I give you selections of vows, blessings, “non-blessings” and inspirational sayings,
along with checklists, readings, and wordings for introducing each segment of the
ceremony.New Bonus Sections: This Revised Edition includes interviews with first-time officiants
who share their perspectives on the experience. I also share with you a “before and after”
ceremony script from a first time officiant I coached. And I link you to a video of a wedding
ceremony that incorporates the techniques I outline in this book!Your couple invited you to
officiate their ceremony because they want something that is uniquely theirs and not clichéd
drivel from some unknown officiant. The ceremony is your gift to the couple and I’m going to



show you how to give them a gift that will be a touchstone for their life together.PART 1WHAT IS
A WEDDING?No matter if the wedding takes place at a 5-star resort or under a tree at a
neighborhood park; no matter if there are two guests or two hundred, every wedding does three
things:Gives thanks for the pastCelebrates the presentHonors the futureAnd every wedding
does all this in the most human of ways – with a couple’s family and friends eating, drinking and
making merry; telling stories that are sweet, wonderful and maybe even just plain outrageous;
and most especially by embracing the couple with hopes and wishes.It is that simple and that
profound.Couples often tell me, we can’t wait to start our life together. The truth is their life
together began the moment they first met – in a classroom, at a crowded bar, or with the click of
the “send” button at an on-line dating site.A couple’s wedding is their pledge to honor that
meeting and all the meetings that came after. To honor all the good that it has made of them and
all the good that it will make of them all the days of their life together.A couple’s wedding affirms
and seals that life with the giving of their word: “I Do promise to continue to become the best and
bravest person I am meant to be. I Dopromise to support and cheer on my partner as he, as she,
becomes the best and bravest person they are meant to be.”A wedding ceremony is an
affirmation of who the couple are at this moment in time and of who they want to become.true
story ~The reception was in full swing as couples took to the dance floor for YMCA. After a few
get-down-and-party tunes, the DJ switched over to a “slow dance.” Within moments, there was
just one couple on the dance floor. They were in their late 70’s. He was dapper; she was stylish. I
vividly recall how utterly charmed I was by the sight of them dancing.They were fluid, deft, and
sensual. Yes, sensual. In fact, I thought they were more sensual than any couple I had seen that
evening (except, of course, for the bride and groom). They were two people dancing as one.I
saw this couple a year later. Another wedding. Another reception. And again, I was utterly taken
by the sight of them on the dance floor. Yes, they knew how to dance; but, it was more than that. I
don’t know how to describe them other than to say that they shined with an intimacy seldom
revealed by a couple in public.At the second reception I decided to tell them how beautiful I
thought they looked – they were my new rock star couple. And I wanted to know their secret –
how did they learn to dance with such ease and grace?They were surprised and tickled that they
had such an affect on me. Their “secret,” though, took me by surprise as it was so simple.They
told me that they’ve always been interested in each other. Interested in what the other was
thinking and feeling and doing. The woman said, “For forty-three years we’ve been each other’s
eyes.” And, yes, her eyes sparkled when she told me that.During their wedding ceremony, many
couples will have a candle lighting ritual, a.k.a. “The Unity Candle.” There are variations on the
theme of this candle. Essentially, though, each takes a lit taper and together light a large candle
that rests between the tapers. By way of introducing this ritual, I read the following – a reflection
from a mystic:From every human being there rises a light that reaches straight to heaven. And
when two souls that are destined to be together find each other, their streams of light flow
together and a single, brighter light goes forth from their united being.I love the intensity of the
imagery. Traditionally, the couple blows out their tapers. However, I urge them to keep their



tapers lit, as I don’t believe a person’s “light” is extinguished through the blending of lights.It is
simply a myth that “two become one.” In marriage, two people come together, challenge and
protect each other so that each can become the best and bravest that they are meant to be. And
they do all this in the light of the other.I think this was the reality of that couple whose dancing
remains with me to this day. They were two people whose individual “lights” blended in such a
way on that dance floor that they lit up the room – lit up the night, as their own light shone upon
each other.I believe a wedding celebrates what already exists. A couple invites family and
friends and asks them to celebrate the great good they have found in each other and to bear
witness as they pledge their life to each other.A wedding is a wonderful gift a couple gives to
family and friends. Folks can put aside the messiness of daily life and focus on what really
matters – love, loyalty and friendship.I believe the job of an officiant is to help the couple, their
families and friends remember that this is what their celebration is all about. This now is your job!
PART 2HOW TO CRAFT A WEDDING CEREMONYPeople often think that if they’re not having
a religious ceremony, then they’re left with a vaguely imagined “civil” ceremony. However, there is
a third alternative and that’s a ceremony that honors the couple’s life in a way that’s warm,
personal and has meaningful ritual.When creating the couple’s ceremony, keep in mind that
people go to a wedding ceremony not expecting much. They hope it won’t be too long, too
boring or too depressing – we’ve all sat through those “marriage is hard work” sermons! Most
guests have heard the clichés and seen “Wedding Crashers” and “Bridesmaids.”Also, in our
daily lives, most of us are not used to hearing someone speak in a warm, intelligent and
engaging way. We go to work and are bored to distraction with mind-numbing PowerPoint
presentations. And for those of us who go to a church or synagogue we often have to tune out
pious claptrap that we’ve listened to for decades on end.People presume they’ll have fun at the
reception, but the ceremony? Well that’s another story altogether. Expectations are low.I
presume that your couple has asked you to officiate because you know and love them. However,
just because you know and love the couple doesn’t mean you automatically will be more
engaging and fun than a minister, judge or Elvis impersonator!Remember These Three Core
Truths:CORE TRUTH #1: People’s attention span is VERY limited. That 20-25 minute mark is
ideal for a ceremony – beginning from when you take your place until the time the couple has
their mad, passionate Hollywood kiss.More is not always better, but I’ve found that 10 minutes is
too short – guests feel gipped and wonder why the couple even bothered to have a ceremony.
Longer than 25 minutes and you need Cirque du Soleil to perform!CORE TRUTH #2: A wedding
is NOT the time and place for an officiant to deliver a lecture on “what is a marriage.” If the
couple doesn’t know what marriage is about, then it’s a little late for the Power Point
presentation! Trust me – no one goes to a wedding ceremony hoping to gain insight into the
existential meaning of “marriage.”Five years after the wedding, no one is going to remember
what you said, not even you. But, five years later people will remember the tone and feel of the
ceremony and they’ll either smile or grunt.A wedding ceremony, when done well, should leave
people feeling refreshed. They head off into the reception excited to celebrate – despite all the



challenges life might be throwing their way.CORE TRUTH #3: You, as the officiant, are the host
of the ceremony – not the center of it. You’re the person who has the responsibility and power to
tap into the emotional core of the experience. You are the voice for all present.What’s often
forgotten is that the officiant is not the one who “marries” the couple. The bride and groom
“marry” themselves. From the local government, usually the County, they purchase a license
and, in front of you and all present, they verbally enter into a legal agreement. You are the official
witness for the government. Not very romantic, I know! How that agreement is celebrated and
understood is up to the couple.The ceremony is the heart and soul of what basically is a legal
procedure. It is your responsibility to bring all the emotional “stuff” to the surface and to make
sure that the couple feels all the love and affection that family and friends heap upon them that
day.While you’re the official witness, all present are witnesses. All have helped bring the couple
to this moment in time. And if it’s a ceremony done in the presence of God, then all there are the
living embodiment of God’s blessings.Keep these three core truths in mind and you’ll be able to
create a ceremony that people will remember for all the right reasons!A WEDDING CEREMONY
HAS 3 KEY ELEMENTS:StructureContentPresentationSTRUCTUREKeep it simple!The heart of
the ceremony is the exchange of vows and exchange of rings.Everything prior is a prelude to the
vows + rings and everything after is what I call “icing on the cake,” rituals that add texture.The
ceremony should have a beginning, middle and end with a continuous flow throughout. No one
moment should stop the ceremony dead in its tracks. This means there should be no long
readings (or too many readings – more than two is pushing it) and no long lectures on the
meaning and purpose of marriage. Nor do you want to turn the ceremony into a concert by
having somebody sing and everybody just stares at the couple while listening. Music should be
used in the body of the ceremony to accompany some other action (like a unity ritual or a ritual
honoring families). Only if the singer is a true professional should you consider letting someone
sing in a stand-alone moment.You want the ceremony to have FLOW! You want to keep the
focus on the couple. The longest section of the ceremony should be The Exchange of Vows and
The Exchange of Rings.Avoid cluttering up the ceremony with “stuff” just for the sake of filling
time and space. Everything should be in service of highlighting the couple.No matter how
traditional or contemporary or off-beat a couple’s style, their ceremony will contain some, most
or all of the following moments, completely dependent upon their tastes and
wishes:ProcessionalPresentation Of The BrideWords Of WelcomeOpening
PrayerReadingWords Of Good Cheer From The OfficiantExchange Of VowsExchange Of
RingsUnity RitualHonoring Of FamiliesBlessing / Sending ForthPronouncement And
Presentation Of The CoupleKissRecessionalAs we look at each of these distinct moments, I’ll
explain what each is and suggest options and ways in which to personalize them to your
couple.The only two elements needed for a wedding are: the Exchange Of Vows and the
Pronouncement of Marriage. Everything else is optional.CONTENTIf you check with any of the
books that offer sample ceremony scripts, you’ll see that there are various ways to order the
ceremony. I prefer to have an order of service that has a logical flow to it – at least by my



standards of logic! Everything here is simply my preference; use it however you like as you make
it work for you and the couple.ProcessionalThis is the order in which members of the wedding
party, i.e. honored family (parents, grandparents), you, the groom, the wedding party (i.e.
groomsmen, bridesmaids, ring bearer, flower girls), and the bride and her escort walk to
assigned places / seats.The venue’s wedding coordinator or the coordinator hired by the couple
conducts the rehearsal and works with the couple to arrange the Order of Procession. If there is
no coordinator, then the couple must recruit a trusted friend to act as what I call “traffic
coordinator” for the ceremony. This is the person who, at the appropriate time, will invite guests
to take their seats (groomsmen usually help with this task) and will line up those who will be
processing down the aisle (or equivalent).You cannot do this job because you are the officiant,
not the coordinator! Besides, you are in the wedding party procession. If the couple chooses not
to hire a coordinator, then they MUST turn to a friend or family member who has strong
organizational skills and is reliable.I typically leave the logistics of the Processional to the
coordinator. Most times, though, I lead the groom and his groomsmen (or in some cases grooms-
women) to our place.While there’s a traditional order to the procession, the realities of modern
day families have turned this into a ceremony moment that can have potential for sensitive
politics. As the officiant, you need to be aware of drama and politics!During a recent meeting
with a couple, I asked the bride if she wanted to be escorted down the aisle by just her father or
her father and mother (a popular option). She quickly glanced at her fiancé and hesitated in such
a way that I knew something was up. Turns out, she and her parents are in a strained period of
their relationship. And while her parents are going to attend the wedding, there’s not a lot of
warm, fuzzy love going round. The bride asked if she could just walk down the aisle
alone.Basically, she and her fiancé can do whatever they want – this is their wedding. However,
my experience has been that no matter the length of the aisle it is an ENORMOUS walk for any
bride to do alone.And so we came up with an easy, elegant solution. The groom’s parents would
walk down first, followed by the bride’s parents. The groom would stand on the aisle at the top
last row and wait for the bride as she makes the walk, on her own, from the back holding room.
Then, together, they’d walk down the aisle.Given that they’re paying for the wedding and have
been together almost five years, there is a symbolic logic to their walking together at the
beginning of the ceremony.Different? Yes, this is not traditional. However, this solves the bride’s
challenge of how to tell her father that she doesn’t want him to walk her down the aisle. More
importantly, the bride honors her feelings and she and her fiancé have a ceremony that speaks
to their integrity as a couple.Welcome to the wacky world of wedding politics! While the politics
does not directly affect you in your role as officiant, you need to be alert to the emotional under-
currents swirling about the wedding, so you don’t inadvertently say or do the wrong thing.How To
Officiate A Non-Denominational Wedding CeremonyEverything You Need To Know To Create
And Officiate A Personalized Wedding For Friends And FamilyJ.P. Reynolds, M.Div.How To
Officiate A Non-Denominational Wedding CeremonyEverything You Need To Know To Create
And Officiate A Personalized Wedding For Friends And FamilyJ.P. Reynolds, M.Div.PUBLISHED



BY:J.P. ReynoldsHow To Officiate A Non-Denominational, Non-Religious Wedding
CeremonyCopyright © 2012, 2016 by J.P. ReynoldsAll rights reservedThis ebook is licensed for
your personal enjoyment only. This ebook may not be re-sold or given away to other people. If
you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an additional copy for
each recipient. Thank you for respecting the hard work of this author.Cover Photo:PUBLISHED
BY:J.P. ReynoldsHow To Officiate A Non-Denominational, Non-Religious Wedding
CeremonyCopyright © 2012, 2016 by J.P. ReynoldsAll rights reservedThis ebook is licensed for
your personal enjoyment only. This ebook may not be re-sold or given away to other people. If
you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an additional copy for
each recipient. Thank you for respecting the hard work of this author.Cover Photo:Here’s what
some of the Wedding Industry’s top pros have to say about JP Reynolds and his approach to
creating memorable wedding ceremonies!Finding an officiant is one of the most important parts
of a wedding ceremony. It is, after all, the person who pronounces a couple’s “happily ever after.”
Personalized, unique, romantic – these are the attributes that make JP Reynolds one of
Southern California’s most sought-after officiants. Now he shares his years of marital wit and
wisdom – and we’re talking a thousand marriages under his belt – with you, the loved one who
has been asked to conduct a ceremony. Flattered, you said “yes” – and now you’re completely
stressed out! This expertly written guide will help you craft the perfect ceremony, from the basic
flow to tips on vows, blessings and more without repeating the same words heard round the
marital world. After conducting countless nuptials, JP has crafted a unique, but simple structure
that results in a ceremony filled with love, laughter, beauty and romance.Lara Morgenson
Burnap, Editor-in-Chief, California Wedding Day MagazineThere is something special about JP.
His ceremonies somehow bring you closer to the couple, as a witness, as he finds a way to bring
out the most precious nuances of their love and their bond. So many ceremonies feel rehearsed
or rote, however JP’s are memorable, thoughtful, reflective and embrace the heart of the reason
for the ritual, allowing us to all hear the words as though hearing them for the very first
time.Kristin Banta, Principal Designer and CEO of Kristin Banta Events, Inc.JP Reynolds has the
most unique approach to weddings and truly grasps each couple’s vision so as to make a
treasured memory for their lifetime together. He brings fresh light to each ceremony he conducts
by incorporating each couple’s personalities and style so that no two ceremonies are alike. His
years of experience show through his confidence in front of any audience, large or small, and
through the variety of beliefs and lifestyles he works with. This book will inspire you to conduct
ceremonies with grace, uniqueness and most important of all, with love.Patty Burns, Associate
Director of Sales and Catering, The Ranch, Laguna BeachJP is a true professional. If you want
to take advice from anyone about how to devise the perfect wedding ceremony, he is your guy!
Weddings are so personal and each couple is truly unique. JP really focuses in on that and
tailors each of his weddings to show the spirit, love and strength of the couple’s relationship. Not
only are there tear-jerking moments in his ceremonies, but he also uses a bit of humor to keep
you captivated. Now take all of his advice, sprinkle in some of your own personal touches and



personality and you will have the perfect wedding ceremony!Brooke Keegan, Founder Brooke
Keegan Special Events & Design StudioIn dealing with clients from a wide variety of religious,
cultural and ethnic backgrounds, JP provides the one thing that I really need – the ability to guide
ceremonies that are non-denominational but still retain the values, meaning and sensitivity that
the wedding day must exemplify. Having a family member or close friend officiate brings a much
deeper meaning to the wedding ceremony. But if you are unprepared it can be a disaster. Follow
the guidance JP lays out in this book and you will be able to give your couple the most special of
wedding gifts – a ceremony they will remember forever!Jeannie Savage, Founder and President
of Details, Details Wedding and Event PlanningWhat I look for in an officiant for my clients is
someone who wants to ‘get’ them. Someone who takes the time to find out who they are, where
they’ve been and where they’re going in life. For it is armed with that knowledge that the officiant
will craft a ceremony that is the most meaningful for the couple and everyone at the wedding.
I’ve just described JP. He has the interest, the heart and the presence to be one of the best
officiants around. I never do a wedding with JP when I don’t hear the guests say, “what an
incredibly beautiful, moving and meaningful ceremony!” Guest officiants who use this book will
learn how to gift their loved ones with a warm and inspiring ceremony.Paula Laskelle, Founder of
Champagne Taste Wedding DesignHere’s what some of the Wedding Industry’s top pros have
to say about JP Reynolds and his approach to creating memorable wedding ceremonies!Finding
an officiant is one of the most important parts of a wedding ceremony. It is, after all, the person
who pronounces a couple’s “happily ever after.” Personalized, unique, romantic – these are the
attributes that make JP Reynolds one of Southern California’s most sought-after officiants. Now
he shares his years of marital wit and wisdom – and we’re talking a thousand marriages under
his belt – with you, the loved one who has been asked to conduct a ceremony. Flattered, you
said “yes” – and now you’re completely stressed out! This expertly written guide will help you
craft the perfect ceremony, from the basic flow to tips on vows, blessings and more without
repeating the same words heard round the marital world. After conducting countless nuptials, JP
has crafted a unique, but simple structure that results in a ceremony filled with love, laughter,
beauty and romance.Lara Morgenson Burnap, Editor-in-Chief, California Wedding Day
MagazineThere is something special about JP. His ceremonies somehow bring you closer to the
couple, as a witness, as he finds a way to bring out the most precious nuances of their love and
their bond. So many ceremonies feel rehearsed or rote, however JP’s are memorable,
thoughtful, reflective and embrace the heart of the reason for the ritual, allowing us to all hear the
words as though hearing them for the very first time.Kristin Banta, Principal Designer and CEO
of Kristin Banta Events, Inc.JP Reynolds has the most unique approach to weddings and truly
grasps each couple’s vision so as to make a treasured memory for their lifetime together. He
brings fresh light to each ceremony he conducts by incorporating each couple’s personalities
and style so that no two ceremonies are alike. His years of experience show through his
confidence in front of any audience, large or small, and through the variety of beliefs and
lifestyles he works with. This book will inspire you to conduct ceremonies with grace, uniqueness



and most important of all, with love.Patty Burns, Associate Director of Sales and Catering, The
Ranch, Laguna BeachJP is a true professional. If you want to take advice from anyone about
how to devise the perfect wedding ceremony, he is your guy! Weddings are so personal and
each couple is truly unique. JP really focuses in on that and tailors each of his weddings to show
the spirit, love and strength of the couple’s relationship. Not only are there tear-jerking moments
in his ceremonies, but he also uses a bit of humor to keep you captivated. Now take all of his
advice, sprinkle in some of your own personal touches and personality and you will have the
perfect wedding ceremony!Brooke Keegan, Founder Brooke Keegan Special Events & Design
StudioIn dealing with clients from a wide variety of religious, cultural and ethnic backgrounds, JP
provides the one thing that I really need – the ability to guide ceremonies that are non-
denominational but still retain the values, meaning and sensitivity that the wedding day must
exemplify. Having a family member or close friend officiate brings a much deeper meaning to the
wedding ceremony. But if you are unprepared it can be a disaster. Follow the guidance JP lays
out in this book and you will be able to give your couple the most special of wedding gifts – a
ceremony they will remember forever!Jeannie Savage, Founder and President of Details, Details
Wedding and Event PlanningWhat I look for in an officiant for my clients is someone who wants
to ‘get’ them. Someone who takes the time to find out who they are, where they’ve been and
where they’re going in life. For it is armed with that knowledge that the officiant will craft a
ceremony that is the most meaningful for the couple and everyone at the wedding. I’ve just
described JP. He has the interest, the heart and the presence to be one of the best officiants
around. I never do a wedding with JP when I don’t hear the guests say, “what an incredibly
beautiful, moving and meaningful ceremony!” Guest officiants who use this book will learn how
to gift their loved ones with a warm and inspiring ceremony.Paula Laskelle, Founder of
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ReynoldsINTRODUCTIONCongratulations! To officiate a wedding ceremony, especially for a
couple you know and love, is truly one of life’s great honors and delights.I presume that when
your couple invited you to conduct their ceremony, you felt surprised, flattered and excited. Then,
a little later, chances are you began to wonder –What did I get myself into? How do I conduct a
wedding ceremony?!Well, I’ve written this book as an answer to your question, “Now what do I
do?”As a non-denominational wedding officiant, I’ve celebrated over one-thousand ceremonies
during the past twenty years. I’ve worked with couples ranging from their early twenties through
their eighties. I’ve helped couples say their “I Do’s” from The Ritz to grandma’s backyard. And
eight of those weddings were featured on reality TV programs – hey, I live in Los Angeles!I’m



also a corporate communications coach and much of my work is about showing business
professionals how to speak and present with confidence.I love celebrating weddings and I’m
happy that your couple has honored you with the request of being their officiant. For you to say, “I
now pronounce you married” will mean more to your couple than you can imagine.I’ve written
this book to help you understand what a ceremony is all about so you can craft a ceremony that
is personalized for your couple. This is a guide and not a script. Your couple asked you to
perform their ceremony because they don’t want it canned or stilted. They want something fresh
and not something that just mimics a church service.This book shows you how to craft and word
a ceremony that reflects your couple AND showcases your style and personality. While couples
will find this book helpful as they think about what they want their ceremony to look and feel like,
I specifically want to work with you, their chosen officiant.Whether you and the couple together
create the ceremony or they ask you to take charge, the most important thing is that the
ceremony reflects the taste, style and belief of the couple. And while whatever they want is fine,
oftentimes, a couple doesn’t know exactly what it is they want.Part of your job is to help them
explain what it is they want for their ceremony and then craft a ceremony that, in form and tone,
gives them what they envisioned. You also want the ceremony to inspire and refresh their family
and friends.A tall order? Yes. Doable? Very much so!This book is made up of Three Parts:Part
One: I share with you my philosophy about weddings and how that influences the way I craft a
ceremony.Part Two: I take you through each of the various moments in a ceremony and show
you how to organize the ceremony so that it has flow and energy – so that it is romantic without
being cheesy!Part Three: I offer you tips and techniques for how to speak with confidence during
the ceremony, so you can inspire all present and maybe even get folks teary-eyed. Hey, it’s a
wedding so let those handkerchiefs wave!Bonus Sections: I give you selections of vows,
blessings, “non-blessings” and inspirational sayings, along with checklists, readings, and
wordings for introducing each segment of the ceremony.New Bonus Sections: This Revised
Edition includes interviews with first-time officiants who share their perspectives on the
experience. I also share with you a “before and after” ceremony script from a first time officiant I
coached. And I link you to a video of a wedding ceremony that incorporates the techniques I
outline in this book!Your couple invited you to officiate their ceremony because they want
something that is uniquely theirs and not clichéd drivel from some unknown officiant. The
ceremony is your gift to the couple and I’m going to show you how to give them a gift that will be
a touchstone for their life together.INTRODUCTIONCongratulations! To officiate a wedding
ceremony, especially for a couple you know and love, is truly one of life’s great honors and
delights.I presume that when your couple invited you to conduct their ceremony, you felt
surprised, flattered and excited. Then, a little later, chances are you began to wonder –What did I
get myself into? How do I conduct a wedding ceremony?!Well, I’ve written this book as an
answer to your question, “Now what do I do?”As a non-denominational wedding officiant, I’ve
celebrated over one-thousand ceremonies during the past twenty years. I’ve worked with
couples ranging from their early twenties through their eighties. I’ve helped couples say their “I



Do’s” from The Ritz to grandma’s backyard. And eight of those weddings were featured on reality
TV programs – hey, I live in Los Angeles!I’m also a corporate communications coach and much
of my work is about showing business professionals how to speak and present with confidence.I
love celebrating weddings and I’m happy that your couple has honored you with the request of
being their officiant. For you to say, “I now pronounce you married” will mean more to your couple
than you can imagine.I’ve written this book to help you understand what a ceremony is all about
so you can craft a ceremony that is personalized for your couple. This is a guide and not a script.
Your couple asked you to perform their ceremony because they don’t want it canned or stilted.
They want something fresh and not something that just mimics a church service.This book
shows you how to craft and word a ceremony that reflects your couple AND showcases your
style and personality. While couples will find this book helpful as they think about what they want
their ceremony to look and feel like, I specifically want to work with you, their chosen
officiant.Whether you and the couple together create the ceremony or they ask you to take
charge, the most important thing is that the ceremony reflects the taste, style and belief of the
couple. And while whatever they want is fine, oftentimes, a couple doesn’t know exactly what it is
they want.Part of your job is to help them explain what it is they want for their ceremony and then
craft a ceremony that, in form and tone, gives them what they envisioned. You also want the
ceremony to inspire and refresh their family and friends.A tall order? Yes. Doable? Very much so!
This book is made up of Three Parts:Part One: I share with you my philosophy about weddings
and how that influences the way I craft a ceremony.Part Two: I take you through each of the
various moments in a ceremony and show you how to organize the ceremony so that it has flow
and energy – so that it is romantic without being cheesy!Part Three: I offer you tips and
techniques for how to speak with confidence during the ceremony, so you can inspire all present
and maybe even get folks teary-eyed. Hey, it’s a wedding so let those handkerchiefs wave!Bonus
Sections: I give you selections of vows, blessings, “non-blessings” and inspirational sayings,
along with checklists, readings, and wordings for introducing each segment of the
ceremony.New Bonus Sections: This Revised Edition includes interviews with first-time officiants
who share their perspectives on the experience. I also share with you a “before and after”
ceremony script from a first time officiant I coached. And I link you to a video of a wedding
ceremony that incorporates the techniques I outline in this book!Your couple invited you to
officiate their ceremony because they want something that is uniquely theirs and not clichéd
drivel from some unknown officiant. The ceremony is your gift to the couple and I’m going to
show you how to give them a gift that will be a touchstone for their life together.PART 1WHAT IS
A WEDDING?No matter if the wedding takes place at a 5-star resort or under a tree at a
neighborhood park; no matter if there are two guests or two hundred, every wedding does three
things:Gives thanks for the pastCelebrates the presentHonors the futureAnd every wedding
does all this in the most human of ways – with a couple’s family and friends eating, drinking and
making merry; telling stories that are sweet, wonderful and maybe even just plain outrageous;
and most especially by embracing the couple with hopes and wishes.It is that simple and that



profound.Couples often tell me, we can’t wait to start our life together. The truth is their life
together began the moment they first met – in a classroom, at a crowded bar, or with the click of
the “send” button at an on-line dating site.A couple’s wedding is their pledge to honor that
meeting and all the meetings that came after. To honor all the good that it has made of them and
all the good that it will make of them all the days of their life together.A couple’s wedding affirms
and seals that life with the giving of their word: “I Do promise to continue to become the best and
bravest person I am meant to be. I Dopromise to support and cheer on my partner as he, as she,
becomes the best and bravest person they are meant to be.”A wedding ceremony is an
affirmation of who the couple are at this moment in time and of who they want to become.true
story ~The reception was in full swing as couples took to the dance floor for YMCA. After a few
get-down-and-party tunes, the DJ switched over to a “slow dance.” Within moments, there was
just one couple on the dance floor. They were in their late 70’s. He was dapper; she was stylish. I
vividly recall how utterly charmed I was by the sight of them dancing.They were fluid, deft, and
sensual. Yes, sensual. In fact, I thought they were more sensual than any couple I had seen that
evening (except, of course, for the bride and groom). They were two people dancing as one.I
saw this couple a year later. Another wedding. Another reception. And again, I was utterly taken
by the sight of them on the dance floor. Yes, they knew how to dance; but, it was more than that. I
don’t know how to describe them other than to say that they shined with an intimacy seldom
revealed by a couple in public.At the second reception I decided to tell them how beautiful I
thought they looked – they were my new rock star couple. And I wanted to know their secret –
how did they learn to dance with such ease and grace?They were surprised and tickled that they
had such an affect on me. Their “secret,” though, took me by surprise as it was so simple.They
told me that they’ve always been interested in each other. Interested in what the other was
thinking and feeling and doing. The woman said, “For forty-three years we’ve been each other’s
eyes.” And, yes, her eyes sparkled when she told me that.During their wedding ceremony, many
couples will have a candle lighting ritual, a.k.a. “The Unity Candle.” There are variations on the
theme of this candle. Essentially, though, each takes a lit taper and together light a large candle
that rests between the tapers. By way of introducing this ritual, I read the following – a reflection
from a mystic:From every human being there rises a light that reaches straight to heaven. And
when two souls that are destined to be together find each other, their streams of light flow
together and a single, brighter light goes forth from their united being.I love the intensity of the
imagery. Traditionally, the couple blows out their tapers. However, I urge them to keep their
tapers lit, as I don’t believe a person’s “light” is extinguished through the blending of lights.It is
simply a myth that “two become one.” In marriage, two people come together, challenge and
protect each other so that each can become the best and bravest that they are meant to be. And
they do all this in the light of the other.I think this was the reality of that couple whose dancing
remains with me to this day. They were two people whose individual “lights” blended in such a
way on that dance floor that they lit up the room – lit up the night, as their own light shone upon
each other.I believe a wedding celebrates what already exists. A couple invites family and



friends and asks them to celebrate the great good they have found in each other and to bear
witness as they pledge their life to each other.A wedding is a wonderful gift a couple gives to
family and friends. Folks can put aside the messiness of daily life and focus on what really
matters – love, loyalty and friendship.I believe the job of an officiant is to help the couple, their
families and friends remember that this is what their celebration is all about. This now is your job!
PART 1WHAT IS A WEDDING?No matter if the wedding takes place at a 5-star resort or under a
tree at a neighborhood park; no matter if there are two guests or two hundred, every wedding
does three things:Gives thanks for the pastCelebrates the presentHonors the futureAnd every
wedding does all this in the most human of ways – with a couple’s family and friends eating,
drinking and making merry; telling stories that are sweet, wonderful and maybe even just plain
outrageous; and most especially by embracing the couple with hopes and wishes.It is that
simple and that profound.Couples often tell me, we can’t wait to start our life together. The truth
is their life together began the moment they first met – in a classroom, at a crowded bar, or with
the click of the “send” button at an on-line dating site.A couple’s wedding is their pledge to honor
that meeting and all the meetings that came after. To honor all the good that it has made of them
and all the good that it will make of them all the days of their life together.A couple’s wedding
affirms and seals that life with the giving of their word: “I Do promise to continue to become the
best and bravest person I am meant to be. I Dopromise to support and cheer on my partner as
he, as she, becomes the best and bravest person they are meant to be.”A wedding ceremony is
an affirmation of who the couple are at this moment in time and of who they want to become.true
story ~The reception was in full swing as couples took to the dance floor for YMCA. After a few
get-down-and-party tunes, the DJ switched over to a “slow dance.” Within moments, there was
just one couple on the dance floor. They were in their late 70’s. He was dapper; she was stylish. I
vividly recall how utterly charmed I was by the sight of them dancing.They were fluid, deft, and
sensual. Yes, sensual. In fact, I thought they were more sensual than any couple I had seen that
evening (except, of course, for the bride and groom). They were two people dancing as one.I
saw this couple a year later. Another wedding. Another reception. And again, I was utterly taken
by the sight of them on the dance floor. Yes, they knew how to dance; but, it was more than that. I
don’t know how to describe them other than to say that they shined with an intimacy seldom
revealed by a couple in public.At the second reception I decided to tell them how beautiful I
thought they looked – they were my new rock star couple. And I wanted to know their secret –
how did they learn to dance with such ease and grace?They were surprised and tickled that they
had such an affect on me. Their “secret,” though, took me by surprise as it was so simple.They
told me that they’ve always been interested in each other. Interested in what the other was
thinking and feeling and doing. The woman said, “For forty-three years we’ve been each other’s
eyes.” And, yes, her eyes sparkled when she told me that.During their wedding ceremony, many
couples will have a candle lighting ritual, a.k.a. “The Unity Candle.” There are variations on the
theme of this candle. Essentially, though, each takes a lit taper and together light a large candle
that rests between the tapers. By way of introducing this ritual, I read the following – a reflection



from a mystic:From every human being there rises a light that reaches straight to heaven. And
when two souls that are destined to be together find each other, their streams of light flow
together and a single, brighter light goes forth from their united being.I love the intensity of the
imagery. Traditionally, the couple blows out their tapers. However, I urge them to keep their
tapers lit, as I don’t believe a person’s “light” is extinguished through the blending of lights.It is
simply a myth that “two become one.” In marriage, two people come together, challenge and
protect each other so that each can become the best and bravest that they are meant to be. And
they do all this in the light of the other.I think this was the reality of that couple whose dancing
remains with me to this day. They were two people whose individual “lights” blended in such a
way on that dance floor that they lit up the room – lit up the night, as their own light shone upon
each other.I believe a wedding celebrates what already exists. A couple invites family and
friends and asks them to celebrate the great good they have found in each other and to bear
witness as they pledge their life to each other.A wedding is a wonderful gift a couple gives to
family and friends. Folks can put aside the messiness of daily life and focus on what really
matters – love, loyalty and friendship.I believe the job of an officiant is to help the couple, their
families and friends remember that this is what their celebration is all about. This now is your job!
PART 2HOW TO CRAFT A WEDDING CEREMONYPeople often think that if they’re not having
a religious ceremony, then they’re left with a vaguely imagined “civil” ceremony. However, there is
a third alternative and that’s a ceremony that honors the couple’s life in a way that’s warm,
personal and has meaningful ritual.When creating the couple’s ceremony, keep in mind that
people go to a wedding ceremony not expecting much. They hope it won’t be too long, too
boring or too depressing – we’ve all sat through those “marriage is hard work” sermons! Most
guests have heard the clichés and seen “Wedding Crashers” and “Bridesmaids.”Also, in our
daily lives, most of us are not used to hearing someone speak in a warm, intelligent and
engaging way. We go to work and are bored to distraction with mind-numbing PowerPoint
presentations. And for those of us who go to a church or synagogue we often have to tune out
pious claptrap that we’ve listened to for decades on end.People presume they’ll have fun at the
reception, but the ceremony? Well that’s another story altogether. Expectations are low.I
presume that your couple has asked you to officiate because you know and love them. However,
just because you know and love the couple doesn’t mean you automatically will be more
engaging and fun than a minister, judge or Elvis impersonator!Remember These Three Core
Truths:CORE TRUTH #1: People’s attention span is VERY limited. That 20-25 minute mark is
ideal for a ceremony – beginning from when you take your place until the time the couple has
their mad, passionate Hollywood kiss.More is not always better, but I’ve found that 10 minutes is
too short – guests feel gipped and wonder why the couple even bothered to have a ceremony.
Longer than 25 minutes and you need Cirque du Soleil to perform!CORE TRUTH #2: A wedding
is NOT the time and place for an officiant to deliver a lecture on “what is a marriage.” If the
couple doesn’t know what marriage is about, then it’s a little late for the Power Point
presentation! Trust me – no one goes to a wedding ceremony hoping to gain insight into the



existential meaning of “marriage.”Five years after the wedding, no one is going to remember
what you said, not even you. But, five years later people will remember the tone and feel of the
ceremony and they’ll either smile or grunt.A wedding ceremony, when done well, should leave
people feeling refreshed. They head off into the reception excited to celebrate – despite all the
challenges life might be throwing their way.CORE TRUTH #3: You, as the officiant, are the host
of the ceremony – not the center of it. You’re the person who has the responsibility and power to
tap into the emotional core of the experience. You are the voice for all present.What’s often
forgotten is that the officiant is not the one who “marries” the couple. The bride and groom
“marry” themselves. From the local government, usually the County, they purchase a license
and, in front of you and all present, they verbally enter into a legal agreement. You are the official
witness for the government. Not very romantic, I know! How that agreement is celebrated and
understood is up to the couple.The ceremony is the heart and soul of what basically is a legal
procedure. It is your responsibility to bring all the emotional “stuff” to the surface and to make
sure that the couple feels all the love and affection that family and friends heap upon them that
day.While you’re the official witness, all present are witnesses. All have helped bring the couple
to this moment in time. And if it’s a ceremony done in the presence of God, then all there are the
living embodiment of God’s blessings.Keep these three core truths in mind and you’ll be able to
create a ceremony that people will remember for all the right reasons!A WEDDING CEREMONY
HAS 3 KEY ELEMENTS:StructureContentPresentationPART 2HOW TO CRAFT A WEDDING
CEREMONYPeople often think that if they’re not having a religious ceremony, then they’re left
with a vaguely imagined “civil” ceremony. However, there is a third alternative and that’s a
ceremony that honors the couple’s life in a way that’s warm, personal and has meaningful
ritual.When creating the couple’s ceremony, keep in mind that people go to a wedding ceremony
not expecting much. They hope it won’t be too long, too boring or too depressing – we’ve all sat
through those “marriage is hard work” sermons! Most guests have heard the clichés and seen
“Wedding Crashers” and “Bridesmaids.”Also, in our daily lives, most of us are not used to
hearing someone speak in a warm, intelligent and engaging way. We go to work and are bored
to distraction with mind-numbing PowerPoint presentations. And for those of us who go to a
church or synagogue we often have to tune out pious claptrap that we’ve listened to for decades
on end.People presume they’ll have fun at the reception, but the ceremony? Well that’s another
story altogether. Expectations are low.I presume that your couple has asked you to officiate
because you know and love them. However, just because you know and love the couple doesn’t
mean you automatically will be more engaging and fun than a minister, judge or Elvis
impersonator!Remember These Three Core Truths:CORE TRUTH #1: People’s attention span is
VERY limited. That 20-25 minute mark is ideal for a ceremony – beginning from when you take
your place until the time the couple has their mad, passionate Hollywood kiss.More is not always
better, but I’ve found that 10 minutes is too short – guests feel gipped and wonder why the
couple even bothered to have a ceremony. Longer than 25 minutes and you need Cirque du
Soleil to perform!CORE TRUTH #2: A wedding is NOT the time and place for an officiant to



deliver a lecture on “what is a marriage.” If the couple doesn’t know what marriage is about, then
it’s a little late for the Power Point presentation! Trust me – no one goes to a wedding ceremony
hoping to gain insight into the existential meaning of “marriage.”Five years after the wedding, no
one is going to remember what you said, not even you. But, five years later people will remember
the tone and feel of the ceremony and they’ll either smile or grunt.A wedding ceremony, when
done well, should leave people feeling refreshed. They head off into the reception excited to
celebrate – despite all the challenges life might be throwing their way.CORE TRUTH #3: You, as
the officiant, are the host of the ceremony – not the center of it. You’re the person who has the
responsibility and power to tap into the emotional core of the experience. You are the voice for all
present.What’s often forgotten is that the officiant is not the one who “marries” the couple. The
bride and groom “marry” themselves. From the local government, usually the County, they
purchase a license and, in front of you and all present, they verbally enter into a legal
agreement. You are the official witness for the government. Not very romantic, I know! How that
agreement is celebrated and understood is up to the couple.The ceremony is the heart and soul
of what basically is a legal procedure. It is your responsibility to bring all the emotional “stuff” to
the surface and to make sure that the couple feels all the love and affection that family and
friends heap upon them that day.While you’re the official witness, all present are witnesses. All
have helped bring the couple to this moment in time. And if it’s a ceremony done in the presence
of God, then all there are the living embodiment of God’s blessings.Keep these three core truths
in mind and you’ll be able to create a ceremony that people will remember for all the right
reasons!A WEDDING CEREMONY HAS 3 KEY
ELEMENTS:StructureContentPresentationSTRUCTUREKeep it simple!The heart of the
ceremony is the exchange of vows and exchange of rings.Everything prior is a prelude to the
vows + rings and everything after is what I call “icing on the cake,” rituals that add texture.The
ceremony should have a beginning, middle and end with a continuous flow throughout. No one
moment should stop the ceremony dead in its tracks. This means there should be no long
readings (or too many readings – more than two is pushing it) and no long lectures on the
meaning and purpose of marriage. Nor do you want to turn the ceremony into a concert by
having somebody sing and everybody just stares at the couple while listening. Music should be
used in the body of the ceremony to accompany some other action (like a unity ritual or a ritual
honoring families). Only if the singer is a true professional should you consider letting someone
sing in a stand-alone moment.You want the ceremony to have FLOW! You want to keep the
focus on the couple. The longest section of the ceremony should be The Exchange of Vows and
The Exchange of Rings.Avoid cluttering up the ceremony with “stuff” just for the sake of filling
time and space. Everything should be in service of highlighting the couple.No matter how
traditional or contemporary or off-beat a couple’s style, their ceremony will contain some, most
or all of the following moments, completely dependent upon their tastes and
wishes:ProcessionalPresentation Of The BrideWords Of WelcomeOpening
PrayerReadingWords Of Good Cheer From The OfficiantExchange Of VowsExchange Of



RingsUnity RitualHonoring Of FamiliesBlessing / Sending ForthPronouncement And
Presentation Of The CoupleKissRecessionalAs we look at each of these distinct moments, I’ll
explain what each is and suggest options and ways in which to personalize them to your
couple.The only two elements needed for a wedding are: the Exchange Of Vows and the
Pronouncement of Marriage. Everything else is optional.STRUCTUREKeep it simple!The heart
of the ceremony is the exchange of vows and exchange of rings.Everything prior is a prelude to
the vows + rings and everything after is what I call “icing on the cake,” rituals that add texture.The
ceremony should have a beginning, middle and end with a continuous flow throughout. No one
moment should stop the ceremony dead in its tracks. This means there should be no long
readings (or too many readings – more than two is pushing it) and no long lectures on the
meaning and purpose of marriage. Nor do you want to turn the ceremony into a concert by
having somebody sing and everybody just stares at the couple while listening. Music should be
used in the body of the ceremony to accompany some other action (like a unity ritual or a ritual
honoring families). Only if the singer is a true professional should you consider letting someone
sing in a stand-alone moment.You want the ceremony to have FLOW! You want to keep the
focus on the couple. The longest section of the ceremony should be The Exchange of Vows and
The Exchange of Rings.Avoid cluttering up the ceremony with “stuff” just for the sake of filling
time and space. Everything should be in service of highlighting the couple.No matter how
traditional or contemporary or off-beat a couple’s style, their ceremony will contain some, most
or all of the following moments, completely dependent upon their tastes and
wishes:ProcessionalPresentation Of The BrideWords Of WelcomeOpening
PrayerReadingWords Of Good Cheer From The OfficiantExchange Of VowsExchange Of
RingsUnity RitualHonoring Of FamiliesBlessing / Sending ForthPronouncement And
Presentation Of The CoupleKissRecessionalAs we look at each of these distinct moments, I’ll
explain what each is and suggest options and ways in which to personalize them to your
couple.The only two elements needed for a wedding are: the Exchange Of Vows and the
Pronouncement of Marriage. Everything else is optional.CONTENTIf you check with any of the
books that offer sample ceremony scripts, you’ll see that there are various ways to order the
ceremony. I prefer to have an order of service that has a logical flow to it – at least by my
standards of logic! Everything here is simply my preference; use it however you like as you make
it work for you and the couple.ProcessionalThis is the order in which members of the wedding
party, i.e. honored family (parents, grandparents), you, the groom, the wedding party (i.e.
groomsmen, bridesmaids, ring bearer, flower girls), and the bride and her escort walk to
assigned places / seats.The venue’s wedding coordinator or the coordinator hired by the couple
conducts the rehearsal and works with the couple to arrange the Order of Procession. If there is
no coordinator, then the couple must recruit a trusted friend to act as what I call “traffic
coordinator” for the ceremony. This is the person who, at the appropriate time, will invite guests
to take their seats (groomsmen usually help with this task) and will line up those who will be
processing down the aisle (or equivalent).You cannot do this job because you are the officiant,



not the coordinator! Besides, you are in the wedding party procession. If the couple chooses not
to hire a coordinator, then they MUST turn to a friend or family member who has strong
organizational skills and is reliable.I typically leave the logistics of the Processional to the
coordinator. Most times, though, I lead the groom and his groomsmen (or in some cases grooms-
women) to our place.While there’s a traditional order to the procession, the realities of modern
day families have turned this into a ceremony moment that can have potential for sensitive
politics. As the officiant, you need to be aware of drama and politics!During a recent meeting
with a couple, I asked the bride if she wanted to be escorted down the aisle by just her father or
her father and mother (a popular option). She quickly glanced at her fiancé and hesitated in such
a way that I knew something was up. Turns out, she and her parents are in a strained period of
their relationship. And while her parents are going to attend the wedding, there’s not a lot of
warm, fuzzy love going round. The bride asked if she could just walk down the aisle
alone.Basically, she and her fiancé can do whatever they want – this is their wedding. However,
my experience has been that no matter the length of the aisle it is an ENORMOUS walk for any
bride to do alone.And so we came up with an easy, elegant solution. The groom’s parents would
walk down first, followed by the bride’s parents. The groom would stand on the aisle at the top
last row and wait for the bride as she makes the walk, on her own, from the back holding room.
Then, together, they’d walk down the aisle.Given that they’re paying for the wedding and have
been together almost five years, there is a symbolic logic to their walking together at the
beginning of the ceremony.Different? Yes, this is not traditional. However, this solves the bride’s
challenge of how to tell her father that she doesn’t want him to walk her down the aisle. More
importantly, the bride honors her feelings and she and her fiancé have a ceremony that speaks
to their integrity as a couple.Welcome to the wacky world of wedding politics! While the politics
does not directly affect you in your role as officiant, you need to be alert to the emotional under-
currents swirling about the wedding, so you don’t inadvertently say or do the wrong
thing.CONTENTIf you check with any of the books that offer sample ceremony scripts, you’ll see
that there are various ways to order the ceremony. I prefer to have an order of service that has a
logical flow to it – at least by my standards of logic! Everything here is simply my preference; use
it however you like as you make it work for you and the couple.ProcessionalThis is the order in
which members of the wedding party, i.e. honored family (parents, grandparents), you, the
groom, the wedding party (i.e. groomsmen, bridesmaids, ring bearer, flower girls), and the bride
and her escort walk to assigned places / seats.The venue’s wedding coordinator or the
coordinator hired by the couple conducts the rehearsal and works with the couple to arrange the
Order of Procession. If there is no coordinator, then the couple must recruit a trusted friend to act
as what I call “traffic coordinator” for the ceremony. This is the person who, at the appropriate
time, will invite guests to take their seats (groomsmen usually help with this task) and will line up
those who will be processing down the aisle (or equivalent).You cannot do this job because you
are the officiant, not the coordinator! Besides, you are in the wedding party procession. If the
couple chooses not to hire a coordinator, then they MUST turn to a friend or family member who



has strong organizational skills and is reliable.I typically leave the logistics of the Processional to
the coordinator. Most times, though, I lead the groom and his groomsmen (or in some cases
grooms-women) to our place.While there’s a traditional order to the procession, the realities of
modern day families have turned this into a ceremony moment that can have potential for
sensitive politics. As the officiant, you need to be aware of drama and politics!During a recent
meeting with a couple, I asked the bride if she wanted to be escorted down the aisle by just her
father or her father and mother (a popular option). She quickly glanced at her fiancé and
hesitated in such a way that I knew something was up. Turns out, she and her parents are in a
strained period of their relationship. And while her parents are going to attend the wedding,
there’s not a lot of warm, fuzzy love going round. The bride asked if she could just walk down the
aisle alone.Basically, she and her fiancé can do whatever they want – this is their wedding.
However, my experience has been that no matter the length of the aisle it is an ENORMOUS
walk for any bride to do alone.And so we came up with an easy, elegant solution. The groom’s
parents would walk down first, followed by the bride’s parents. The groom would stand on the
aisle at the top last row and wait for the bride as she makes the walk, on her own, from the back
holding room. Then, together, they’d walk down the aisle.Given that they’re paying for the
wedding and have been together almost five years, there is a symbolic logic to their walking
together at the beginning of the ceremony.Different? Yes, this is not traditional. However, this
solves the bride’s challenge of how to tell her father that she doesn’t want him to walk her down
the aisle. More importantly, the bride honors her feelings and she and her fiancé have a
ceremony that speaks to their integrity as a couple.Welcome to the wacky world of wedding
politics! While the politics does not directly affect you in your role as officiant, you need to be
alert to the emotional under-currents swirling about the wedding, so you don’t inadvertently say
or do the wrong thing.
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Andy Weisenborn, “Did the trick!. I bought this a few weeks out of my first ceremony. I read it in
one sitting (2-3 hours), did my rough draft over the course of a two days (5-6 hours), then
contacted the author for a very reasonably priced 1-hour coaching session. He walked through
my draft and gave me some great tips. After a lot of rehearsing, I feel like I nailed my first
ceremony. I recommend the book + his coaching sessions to anyone in the same boat.”

James P. Reber, “An excellent, practical guide. This book is an excellent, practical guide for
performing a non-denominational wedding. I used it to guide my first wedding officiant
experience and it was invaluable. What a great resource.”

BRIAN, “Helpful Resource. Product arrived fast and has a lot of helpful information. Definitely
recommend!”

Karo, “Highly Recommended. On very short notice, I was called to officiate a wedding for a
friend and immediately panicked. I was so touched and honored that the pressure to write a
moving and beautiful script overwhelmed me. I would recommend this book to anyone faced
with the challenge of performing a wedding, regardless of denomination or setting. In fact, I
would recommend that it is the first thing you read because a lot of my other research was
discarded for the more concise and practical guidance offered in this book.It helped me
brainstorm parts of the couple's relationship that I felt unique to them and that I wanted to
highlight throughout their ceremony. I learned the various components and sequences of
modern weddings, including various unity rituals [my couple went with handfasting] and opening
and closing prayers. It offered a wide range of verbiage so you could make the vows customized
and contemporary or traditional ("I do thee wed"). It even offers tips for nontraditional wedding
parties that may be missing a father or mother of the bride to walk her/him down the aisle, which
I appreciated.I ended up receiving so many compliments on the flow and beauty of the script
and how well it fit the bride and groom that I wasn't just relieved after the ceremony, I felt like a
card-carrying professional. It is now several months post-wedding and I was asked by the bride
for the full script because it was one of her favorite parts of her wedding day. So I'm getting it
turned into a small crafted book that can sit with their wedding album!5 out of 5 stars*****”

Dantes, “Frantic Uncle!. December 2018 - Update to my review. When called to officiate another
wedding I went directly bak to this handbook from JP Reynolds, but this time available in hard
copy! What a life saver. Additionally, I now give the couple a hard copy of his other books, "How
to Write Your Vows" and "How to Plan Your Wedding-and Stay Sane". Practical, Creative, well
planned from experience. Thank you, JP!This past New Year's Eve I married my niece and her
husband...yep, me! When they asked me to officiate their ceremony I was surprised and
honored. Then reality sunk in and I realized I had no idea what to do! This was the first non-



church wedding in our family so I had to be good.My wife happened upon an article Mr.
Reynolds wrote for the Huffington Post and I liked what he had to say. Frantic, I bought the book
hoping for guidance. The book calmed me, gave me direction and (maybe most importantly?)
helped me understand my role as "officiant". By the time I got to the checklists, I knew I could do
this!As a result of Mr. Reynold's guidance, I was confident and able to give my niece the
meaningful and heartfelt ceremony she wanted.I recommend this book to all nervous uncles--or
whomever!”

Ebook Library Reader, “This book was such an amazing gift and answer to what I had been
looking .... This book was such an amazing gift and answer to what I had been looking for. My
close friends recently invited me to officiate their wedding and having zero experience in doing
anything like this, I was desperately in search of any kind of tool to help me begin. The book is
pitch perfect in providing a clear, organized and relatable approach to diving in to one of the
most fun but also challenging undertakings in pulling off a beautiful and memorable ceremony.
(That isn't too long!) From the easy-breezy tone to the well detailed elements of what a wedding
ceremony entails (of all types) and even to the humorous and relatable candor, JP Reynolds
really hits the nail on the head. I flew through it very quickly and then referred back to it several
times throughout my writing process for help on anything from ceremonial elements and vows to
pure inspiration. Like a perfectly timed and well executed wedding ceremony, so is this book,
only ABOUT them. Highly recommend!”

A. Roy, “Most helpful. I recently officiated my sisters wedding (first time officiant), and I was
panicking. I read 3 other books before this one, but this book proved to be by far the most
helpful. It really gave me clarity as to how to give structure and pacing to my script. I definitely
recommend it to any other struggling first timers.”

LaurieO, “Invaluable resource for sacred and secular weddings. Thank heavens .... Invaluable
resource for sacred and secular weddings. Thank heavens I found it!I was asked on very short
notice to officiate for some friends, and after the immediate feeling of being honored, I panicked.
Thank goodness I found JP's book, and was able to put a ceremony together that honored my
friends' wishes, and made sense. I got a lot of compliments, even from the bride's uncle! The
book includes very practical tips, checklists, orders of service, samples of sacred and secular
vows, prayers, blessings, and even possible introductions of the different elements of a
ceremony. At one point when I needed help, I was able to contact JP, and he responded quickly
and was so much help that he made me feel much more at ease right away. The wedding went
so well today that I hope I get to do it again someday! Thanks, JP, I really appreciate your help!”

Sunshriek, “Puts a nervous first-timer's mind at rest!. Two of my favourite people in the world are
getting married next year and asked me to officiate the ceremony (after a legal thing at the



Register Office - the UK law insists). Whilst this is obviously a great honour, it is also one of the
most terrifying things anyone has ever asked me to do! This book really helped put my mind at
ease. It has clear ideas for the structure and tone of a wedding ceremony, and also some
excellent tips about dealing with nerves and other problems that might arise. A light-hearted, but
sincere tone and some great expertise. Recommended.”

Chris P, “Great book with loads of options and examples. Great book. Helped me officiate at my
Godsons wedding. Loved all the options it provides for you and them. Loads of examples.”

David Bonin, “I Recommend This Book!. Great book. Eat to read. Quite informative.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A manual for success.. I am already a celebrant )officiant) but this had
some nice ideas I will incorporate into some of my thinking and my ceremonies.”

The book by Randall L. Geiger has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 278 people have provided feedback.
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